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Continuing Education

Building on the success of 

last year’s programme, the

department has an even wider

variety of courses available for

evening classes including drawing

and painting, feltmaking,

sculpture workshops and

bookmaking. Children’s courses

for seven to 15 year olds will be

held during the Spring Break and

these will include drawing and

painting, ceramics, photography

and fashion.

Summer School 2006 will

commence in July and will cater

for both adults and children.

The opportunity to work in the

famous painting studios of the

Mackintosh Building, or to use

the specialist equipment

available throughout the School,

attracts applicants locally,

nationally and internationally.

For further information on any 

of these courses please contact

Kate Rice on +44 (0)141 353

4596 or email c.rice@gsa.ac.uk

In Memoriam 

Ralph Cowan (Design, 1949),

died 31 December 2004.

David Standen (Sculpture,

1994), died 26 February 2005.

Gordon H Wyllie DA RSW

(Drawing & Painting, 1952).

Clark Fyfe (Architecture),

died 23 October 2005.
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WELCOME

Welcome to Issue 7 of Flow.

You will notice an international theme running through this issue.

The Glasgow School of Art’s international profile has never been

higher and we thought it would interest you to hear about just a

few of the international relationships we enjoy the world over.

So this issue introduces you to some of our international alumni

in Making Waves and, on page 10, to three of our academic staff

whose research is very much focussed on different countries and

cultures.

I am also delighted to report that our new joint First Year

programme with the Central Academy of Fine Arts is underway 

in Beijing with 68 Chinese students eager to engage in studio, theory and English

language tuition for design and architecture. Allan Walker and Raz Barfield talk to Alan

MacAskill about the exciting developments of the first term and the plans for further

involvement in China.

Closer to home, you may have heard the exciting news that two GSA graduates

Simon Starling (Master of Fine Art, 1992) and Jim Lambie (Environmental Art, 1994) have

been short listed for the prestigious Turner Prize 2005. The winner will be announced at

Tate Britain on 5 December and we wish them both the very best of luck.

Professor Seona Reid
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The GSA makes a huge contribution to the 

cultural, social and economic life of Scotland 

and its national and international reputation.

The GSA contributes culturally:

> By helping to transform Glasgow from a grim 

post-industrial city to a vibrant cultural capital.

> By establishing the reputation of Glasgow,

and Scotland in general, as a worldwide centre 

for the visual arts.

The GSA contributes socially:

> By making sure that the GSA buildings,

collections, Summer Schools, exhibitions and 

classes are not only available to students 

and staff – but are also accessible to the 

public as a whole.

> By encouraging students and staff to 

interact and work with the local community.

> By educating generations of people to 

understand and appreciate arts and culture.

The GSA contributes economically:

> By helping to fuel the creative industries 

in Scotland through its graduates and through 

its research and innovation.

> By developing graduates with highly refined 

creative skills and abilities. GSA graduates don’t 

only become artists, designers and architects.

They also become successful business professionals,

community leaders, civil servants,

teachers and government ministers.
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MAKING WAVES

THE GSA ACTS AS A SEEDBED FOR ARTISTS, DESIGNERS AND ARCHITECTS WHO 
WILL SHAPE THE SCOTLAND, AND THE WORLD, OF TOMORROW. WE TALK TO 
JUST A FEW OF THEM:

Making waves 

1 Image for Fail?, curated by 
Dr Jeanne Tan, USC, Taipei, Taiwan.

2 Dr Jeanne Tan

Name: Dr. Jeanne Tan

Degree: PhD Fashion Textiles

Current role: Assistant Professor 

(Hong Kong Polytechnic University) 

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 

current role?

I gained confidence, passion and support. The teachers in
the GSA, especially Jimmy Stephen-Cran and Jane Allan,
inspired me to become a teacher too. I learnt that it is not
only important to pass on knowledge and technical skills
but also to nurture ideas and enjoy the creative process.
Now I teach in Asia where there is a tradition of results
orientated education and I try to encourage students to
look beyond results and emphasise their creativity.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?

A typical day will usually begin around 9am when I arrive
at the university. The day is usually filled with classes,
meetings and tutorials with students. The great thing
about teaching and researching is that it makes my
schedule extremely flexible. I could be chatting with the
university’s scientists about their latest textile technology
patents one moment and attending a fashion show the
next. During any part of the day I might be preparing my
theoretical research in the library or developing creative
ideas for my next exhibition. The most enjoyable part of
the day is when I am chatting and discussing with my
students about their designs and helping them develop
their ideas.

What’s your favourite memory of the School?

When I was prepping the Newbery Gallery for my
exhibition, f.apothecary. I would be in the gallery either
painting the walls or setting up the exhibits. Often I sat
there despairing that the exhibits were not set up in the
‘correct’ manner or that lettering was falling off the walls,
but every single person who passed by was always
supportive and encouraging. The exhibition was
successfully mounted and received great reviews.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 

to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?

I might be at the other end of the world now, but it never
ceases to amaze me how far the GSA’s reputation has
spread. Everyone knows its reputation for producing high
quality students. I not only gained knowledge and skills
from the School but, most importantly, the teachers taught
me to be passionate about my work. I will always be proud
to have graduated from the GSA.
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Name: Nathan Isley

Degree: Master of Architecture in Urban Design,

1992

Current role: Architect, President of Isley Hawkins 

Architecture

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 

current role?

I arrived in Glasgow with a spark for urban design. The GSA
faculty – and the city – fanned it into a flame. I have been
able to apply the lessons I learnt studying urban design 
and conservation at the GSA to my hometown of Durham,
North Carolina, USA. Durham has undergone a
transformation and regeneration in the last 10 years and
the once dormant downtown is coming back to life. I have
been involved in the redesign of the street system, the
design of public squares and parks and in designing new
uses for old buildings – mostly handsome brick factories
and warehouses that give Durham its unique architectural
character.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?

I may have a meeting or two with clients, spend time on
architectural design, undertake building code assessments,
mentor junior staff, or fix the paper jam in the copy
machine… I’ve met with a surgical team at 6am before
the day’s surgeries to review the design of a pediatric
operating room suite, and have met with a biology
department faculty in the afternoon to discuss design
concepts for a conservatory for palm trees.

Name: Heysun Kim

Degree: MPhil 2D/3D Motion Graphics, 2002

Current role: PhD student and digital artist 

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 

current role?

My experiences of the MPhil shaped my career and
changed the perception of everything I do for my work.
My previous degree was computer imaging in Architecture.
I wanted to continue the research but at an advanced level.
At that point 2D/3D Motion Graphics was relatively new 
in many schools. The course allowed me to practice new
technology that I desperately needed as well as new
concepts of applying the technology to my work – in my
case, abstract imaging. Now I have a different perspective
on what I do. It has broadened my career and role as a
digital artist.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?

My day starts with the starting sound of my Notebook.
The first thing I do is check emails and websites then 
back to my work. Staring at the screen without realising 
I haven’t had lunch or it is almost dinner time. On a
conscious day I might take a walk about the neighbour-
hood or have a break during lunchtime to have some fresh
air. I guess it’s like everyone else! 

What’s your favourite memory of the School?

Sometimes in the studio we stayed late before a deadline
to execute some movie sequences or make video tapes
and so on. We were all tired but we had some laughs 
and jokes to stay awake. It was tiring but coming home
knowing that I had finished work that had been hanging
at the back of my head for months and months… It just
made me so happy.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 

to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?

Before I came to study I didn’t know much about Glasgow.
I had studied in London for about 4 years before. I wouldn’t
even have considered moving to Glasgow if it wasn’t for the
GSA. It isn’t difficult to notice that the GSA has been a
cultural centre for Glasgow and in many areas of art.
Studying at the GSA in Glasgow is, in itself, a cultural
statement. It will always be one of the most influential
waves of art and design.

3 Nathan Isley
Isley Hawkins Architecture

4 Redevelopment concept for West 
Village, Durham, NC, USA.
Isley Hawkins Architecture

5 Commercial work for GQ Music 
channel, Heysun Kim

6 Flowers, digital representation 
for Cavendish Gallery, London.
Heysun Kim

7 Heysun Kim

“I HAD A YEARNING TO VISIT SCOTLAND LONG BEFORE I
STUDIED AT THE GSA AND I FELL IN LOVE WITH GLASGOW
DURING MY TIME THERE. I’VE BEEN HOMESICK FOR
SCOTLAND EVER SINCE.”

What’s your favourite memory of the School?

The view from my office on the upper floor of the
Bourdon Building across Blythswood and the Clyde Valley
was captivating. I loved to watch the activity of the city 
in the near view and the weather patterns sweeping over
the valley in the distance. My fondest memories are of 
my tutors Tony Vogt, Christian Hermansen and James
Macauley. They nurtured my passion for urban design and
they immersed me and the other postgraduate students
in the history and forms of Scottish towns and cities, and
in the history, landscape and traditions of Scotland and 
its people. I had a yearning to visit Scotland long before I
studied at the GSA and I fell in love with Glasgow during
my time there. I’ve been homesick for Scotland ever since.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 

to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?

The steady stream of passionate and talented designers
that graduate from the School year in and year out, without
much fanfare, is perhaps the greatest contribution the GSA
makes. Students and alumni make meaningful and enduring
contributions to their fields, whether the public is aware of
the guiding hand of the School or not. I follow my fellow
alumni through various publications, and I am delighted 
to follow the high profile accomplishments of other alumni
as well!
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Name: Erica Eyres

Degree: Master of Fine Art, 2004

Current role: Artist 

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 

current role?

Studying at the GSA helped me to develop my ideas and
my work. I’m now much more confident and able to see
myself as a professional artist. A big strength of the
programme was that Sam Ainsley was able to make a lot 
of contacts for us with international galleries and curators,
which was important in developing a professional practice.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?

A typical day for me depends on what I happen to be
working on at the time. I begin work in the morning –
which may involve drawing, filming, editing, or putting
together an application for an exhibition or a grant – 
and work until the early evening.

What’s your favourite memory of the School?

My favourite memory of the School is the beginning of
my first term and the excitement of meeting the other
artists on the course and seeing everyone's work for the
first time.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 

to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?

I think the GSA has played a big part in the development 
of the Glasgow art scene, and has helped to produce artists
who have gone on to be recognised internationally, thereby
building a name for Glasgow as a growing and exciting
place for contemporary art and artists.

Name: Hiroko Hoshi

Degree: Drawing and Painting, 2000

Current role: Information Officer and Artist

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 

current role?

Studying at the GSA was like a dream come true. It
definitely helped me to secure my role as Information
Officer at the Yokohama Cosmo World, which is a funfair
tourist attraction here in Japan. It opened my mind to
creativity, which is necessary for the work that I do now.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?

I’m very lucky – no two days are the same!

What’s your favourite memory of the School?

I loved the GSA gift shop, which was great for sending
presents back to friends and family in Japan – but most 
of all it was the people. The compassion and friendliness 
of my fellow students and the staff will stay with me
forever. The Welfare Office really helped me to adjust to
life in a new country and foreign culture.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 

to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?

It is at the forefront of technology and creativity and its
reputation follows its students around the world.

Name: Harald Sævareid

Degree: Product Design Engineering,

Exchange Student, 2000

Current role: Industrial Designer, allpakka DESIGN

How did studying at the GSA help you in your 

current role?

During my exchange year at the GSA I became aware 
of what were my strengths and weaknesses. With this 
in mind I sorted this out during my final project back in
Norway. I think one cannot become self-employed if one
is not aware of this. To know what I didn’t know has been
very important for me when in contact with clients and
seeking allies to provide the best solutions for the clients
and the end user. Even though I chose the GSA to get
away from the engineering environment at NTNU in
Norway and study a bit of ceramics or jewellery, the 
extra technical skills I got in Advanced Materials and
Microtechnology have been applied in projects.

If you have such a thing as a typical day – what is it?

Recently days have been typical and monotonous, which
is kind of strange having earlier only done projects out-
of-house or as a designer in the varied, untypical
environment of the Guatemalan countryside for the
Design without Borders programme.

What’s your favourite memory of the School?

The Vic, definitely. And entering the inspiringly forward-
looking architecture of the Mackintosh Building.

What contribution do you think the GSA has made 

to Glasgow, the nation and beyond?

First and foremost it is an incredible international meeting
place. The students make the GSA experience and then they
take it all to different places around the world.

MAKING WAVES

8 Still Life, Hiroko Hoshi
9 Harald Sævareid

10 Conceptual study, for industry
leader, of the first home
projector. Harald Sævareid

11 Video still from Destiny Green,
2005, digital video.
Erica Eyres

12 Video still from Destiny Green,
2005, digital video.
Erica Eyres

“I WOULDN’T EVEN HAVE CONSIDERED MOVING TO
GLASGOW IF IT WASN’T FOR THE GSA. IT ISN’T DIFFICULT 
TO NOTICE THAT THE GSA HAS BEEN A CULTURAL CENTRE
FOR GLASGOW…”

10 11

129
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Flow shortlisted for 

design award

Flow has been shortlisted for

an award in the Business and

Professional Magazine Design

category at The Scottish

Magazine Awards 2005.

The results will be announced

at the end of November.

160 years of the GSA

The GSA celebrates its 160th

anniversary this year and,

with the support of Third Eye

Design, Beith Printing, Howard

Smith Paper and six graduates

from Visual Communication,

a limited edition pack of

postcards was produced. You

can now send a postcard to

your family and friends online

at www.gsa.ac.uk/postcards

H&C Conference

The Department of Historical

and Critical Studies is

organising a conference

entitled Art in the Land:

South-West Scotland in an

international context, at the

University of Glasgow

Crichton Campus in Dumfries

from Friday 31 March to

Sunday 2 April 2006.

The practice of placing works

of art in the landscape is a

familiar part of our cultural

heritage, encompassing

examples that range from the

Neolithic times to the present

day. Using the rich legacy of

South-West Scotland as a

starting point, the conference

will seek to unravel the

complex interactions between

art and the land as they

manifest themselves in a

variety of historical and

contemporary contexts.

Confirmed keynote speakers

are: Charles Jencks (artist),

Andy Goldsworthy (artist),

Sue Clifford (Common

Ground), Mel Gooding 

(Senior Research Fellow, ECA)

Julian Thomas (archaeologist)

and Colin Renfrew

(archaeologist, Cambridge).

For further information or

registration/fee details, please

contact: Antonia Malcolm,

Conference Administrator,

on +44 (0)141 353 4464,

a.malcolm@gsa.ac.uk,

or visit the websites:

www.gsa.ac.uk/land or

www.cc.gla.ac.uk/land
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1 MDes Textiles as Fashion
2 Friends of the GSA in front of the 

recently restored Doulton Fountain 
on Glasgow Green.

Friends of GSA

In June, some members of

Friends of Glasgow School 

of Art were taken for a highly

informative and entertaining

afternoon walk around the

regenerated Gorbals, Glasgow

Green and the ‘Homes of the

Future’ site by Neil Baxter,

Development Director of

Glasgow Building Preservation

Trust. He highlighted the area

as a superlative piece of urban

regeneration, rich with art and

architecture of the highest

quality. The tour’s last port 

of call was Cafe Source in 

the St Andrews in the Square

church for a welcome drink and

discussion about the amazing

discoveries of the tour.

Students with Style

Haute couture meets shell suit

chic as students on the ‘Textiles

as Fashion’ Masters Programme

reveal their collections at

fashion shows on the 14

December at the ABC in

Glasgow’s Sauchiehall Street.

Collections range from

eccentric bourgeois to

fairground fashion and luxury

street-wear. There are also

quirky prints, unusual tailoring

incorporating knots and twists

and a collection ‘with a

conscience’ which has been

designed to draw attention 

to the politics of consumerism.

Plus there’s sophisticated

knitwear and glamorous

rainwear (essential garments 

for a Scottish winter!).

For tickets contact Ticket

Scotland on 0870 220 1116.

GSA Enterprises

Glasgow School of Art

Enterprises Ltd are delighted to

announce that they have been

able to make a donation by

Gift Aid of £90,000 to the

School in the past year! Many

thanks go to the Student Tour

Guides and Mackintosh Shop

staff for their good work over

this period and to the staff in

the Mackintosh Building for all

their support.

Congratulations to:

> Seona Reid, Director, who

received an Honorary Degree

of Doctor of Letters (D.Litt)

from Glasgow Caledonian

University for services to 

the arts and education at 

a ceremony in July.

Head of Design School

Irene McAra McWilliam has been appointed Head of the
Design School. Previously Professor and Business Fellow 
at the Royal College of Art’s new Innovation Department,
Irene was Professor of Interaction Design and Head of
that department between 2001 and 2004. From 1999
Irene was Director of Design Research at Philips Design 
in the Netherlands, having been Senior Manager of
Interaction Design for six years prior to that. She was
recently named as one of Design Weekly’s top 50
influential design leaders.

Irene brings a wealth of experience in education and
industry combined with vision, energy and impressive
global networks. She will lead the Design School on to
even greater things and will play a major role in achieving
the GSA’s institutional aspirations.

Fresh Talent Fund

Ian Thomson, Head of International & Home Recruitment,
and Lesley Black, Careers Adviser, made a successful bid 
to the Scottish Executive’s Fresh Talent Fund and secured
£44,000 to develop a Cultural and Creative Industries
Work Shadowing Scheme. The Executive’s initiative has
been developed to attract and retain bright, motivated
and hard working people to live, work and study in
Scotland to support economic growth.

The project will provide international students at The
Glasgow School of Art and Edinburgh College of Art with
work shadowing opportunities in the cultural and creative
industries and they will feed back their experience to
other students (home and international).

New Governors

The GSA has two new Governors: Ros Micklem, Principal
of Cardonald College, a very successful further education
college in Glasgow and Paul Mugnaioni, Chief Executive 
of Quality Street, a housing development and investment
company.

With these two new members, the GSA Board
contains an enviable range of skills and experience which
will help us meet the challenges of the future.

Sandy Moffat

In June, the GSA said a fond farewell to Sandy Moffat,
who retired from his post as Head of the Painting and
Printmaking department after many years. Sandy joined
the GSA as a lecturer in Painting in 1979 and has devoted
26 years of his life to the School of Fine Art. He became
Head of Painting and Printmaking in 1992, which means
13 years of being the spearhead for the advancement of
learning, teaching and research in this field. From 1998 to
2000 Sandy also acted as chair for the School of Fine Art.
This is a very impressive record.

Sandy has been a committed teacher, a fantastic
colleague and a loyal ally for the Arts in many situations,
always ready to promote and champion painting and
printmaking. He is a wonderful painter, a very
knowledgeable scholar, an exciting curator and a skilled
researcher. The School will miss him and wishes him all
the best for his future.

Mackintosh Conservation and Access Project

The Heritage Lottery Fund has agreed a Stage One grant to the School of £4.466m plus a development grant of
£153,500 to support the Mackintosh Conservation and Access Project. This excellent news marks the first step in the
redevelopment of the Garnethill campus, by restoring the School’s outstanding and very special heritage vested in the
Mackintosh building, our collections and archives and making them more accessible to staff, students and visitors.
The conservation aspect of the project will restore the interior of the Mackintosh Building, bringing back original features,
removing inappropriate additions and reverting some studio spaces back to their original purpose. It will conserve the
GSA’s outstanding Archives and Collections and store them in improved and environmentally controlled conditions.

The access part of the project will move the Mackintosh Furniture Gallery to the basement, making it accessible 
to disabled people; create a gallery space for programmes of temporary exhibitions enabling the restored items in the
Collections and Archives (many of which have never been seen by the public before) to be viewed; provide a meeting
point for tours within an interpretation centre opposite the Mackintosh Building and re-route the tours through the
Mackintosh Building to meet growing demand and accommodate larger numbers of visitors without disrupting or
inconveniencing staff and students. The whole development will be carried out in phases up to 2010.

The GSA needs to raise a further £2.6m to supplement the HLF grant and the campaign to raise these funds will be
headed up by Jan McKenzie, currently Director of Corporate Affairs at Robert Gordon University, who has been appointed
as Campaigns Director.
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1

1 CAFA campus, with Library Building
on the right.
Photo: Raz Barfield

dragons
aMongst
Thistles
An innovative new programme, agreed with the Central Academy of Fine

Arts (CAFA) in Beijing, is offering Chinese students a unique educational

opportunity. Flow looks at how the agreement is breathing fire into the

School’s already glowing reputation for international academic excellence.

> When two leading art
institutions came together
to swap educational ideas
four years ago, in the guise
of the International
Drawing Research Institute,
few would have imagined a
joint degree programme
would result. But from
September this year, the
GSA and CAFA are offering
68 students a four-year
programme in architecture
and design beginning in
Beijing and ending in
Scotland. >
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> The first year of the CAFA Programme is a GSA-designed curriculum in Design and
Architecture. Studio practice and theory is complemented with intensive English language
tuition that is geared towards these disciplines. Those who pass all three elements of the
course matriculate into Year 2 at the GSA Architecture and Design schools and complete
their degrees in Glasgow.

Allan Walker, Project Leader and GSA Director of Academic Development, says CAFA 
is one of the major academic developments for the GSA in the last five years. “It is an
immensely positive move and puts our international planning firmly on the map,”
explains Allan.

CAFA is the only Chinese arts institution directly under the control of the national
ministry of education in China. As such, the joint programme undoubtedly enhances the
GSA’s reputation. “The Chinese government is interested in us not only as a leading arts
School, but also because our educational approach to creativity is very different to their
own,” explains Allan. “Their system is based very much on a master-apprentice model and 
is built upon technical expertise and imitation. Whereas, right from the start, the GSA
encourages students to explore their own ideas. Both methods have advantages and
weaknesses – but together we have something quite special.”

Although other Scottish institutions are involved, including the Edinburgh College of Art
who will accept the remainder of applicants, the GSA will take 45 of this year’s intake of 68
undergraduates and is solely responsible for course development. And these numbers are set
to increase as other Scottish institutions come onboard – the target is for 100 Chinese
students each year.

“We’re now looking for additional partnerships within the Scottish education
community. We want guaranteed places for all 100,” says Allan.

He adds that this intake of international students won’t limit places available to
Scottish and UK applicants. “These places are in addition to locally funded undergraduate
places. The funds that these students will bring in will strengthen our future position as a
leading, independent higher education establishment. It’s good news for us financially,
culturally and academically. The GSA has a long and proud tradition of accepting both 
local and international students on its courses – and it will continue to do so.”

2 Students exploring asymmetrical 
structures, Plaster Cast Hall, CAFA.
Photo: Raz Barfield

3 Tony Barber and Paul Cosgrove’s 
Body Building Project,
demonstrating load transfer,
Plaster Cast Hall, CAFA.
Photo: Raz Barfield

“WE ARE AN INTERNATIONAL TEACHING TEAM… AND THE
VARIOUS DIFFERENT METHODS AND APPROACHES BRING A
GREAT BREADTH OF EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE, NOT TO
MENTION GLOBAL REACH.”

2

3
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Raz Barfield, GSA’s CAFA Co-ordinator, who works in Glasgow and Beijing, joined the
programme with a strong international research and lecturing background and has found
the role both exhilarating and exhausting.

“The joint programme is unique in its scope and ambition, as well as its challenges,”
says Raz. “There are two co-ordinators, one at CAFA and one at the GSA. My role is to
ensure that the programme runs as a de facto GSA course, to the quality standards of the
School. The students will spend the first year at CAFA intensively studying English as well as
their other subjects so when they come to Scotland in year two they should integrate well
with the other architecture and design students.

“To that end, several academics from the GSA will go out to CAFA each year to
contribute to the teaching and it is part of my job to co-ordinate that. As this is the 
first year, there are also numerous considerations relating to the establishment of the
programme. This year is all about making sure everything is in place: staff, resources,
teaching materials, classrooms, registers, lesson plans, committee meetings and monitoring
– a big task at home, but a huge one when it’s 6000 miles away!”

On top of the visiting lecturers from Glasgow, Raz and Allan have installed a handpicked
teaching team for the first year students in Beijing, ensuring they learn about western
models, new approaches and collaborative opportunities that are second nature to students
in Glasgow. “We are an international teaching team – Chinese, American, Canadian, German
and British – and the various different methods and approaches bring a great breadth of
experience and expertise, not to mention global reach,” says Raz.

In fact, part of Raz’s remit is to widen the GSA’s global reach – forging additional links
with CAFA, where a joint two year Master of Fine Art course is also earmarked to start in
2007, and other Chinese institutions. He’s recently met representatives from Shanghai and
Tongji Universities and is hopeful for further collaborative links.

The links with China also extend on a less formal basis. This year’s graduating students
from the GSA's Master of Fine Art course were given the opportunity to show their work at
the CAFA Museum. Sam Ainsley, Head of MFA, was delighted with the collaboration –
supported by the Fine Art Insurer, Hiscox plc. "Internationalism lies at the heart of the MFA,"
says Sam. “Creating dialogues with different cultures is an enriching experience and showing

4 Architecture students in 
their studio.
Photo: Raz Barfield

5 Anthony Schrag performs at the 
opening of the Hiscox MFA at 
CAFA Museum.

work overseas opens up new horizons for the artists. It also offered visitors a window 
on different forms of artistic practice, gave the artists a unique opportunity and made 
it possible for the department to contribute to the developing relationship.

“There is a great deal of scope for growth for the creative arts and all forms of design 
in China,” adds Raz. “If the programme is doing its job, it will adapt and merge seamlessly
into the daily lives of all the institutions involved. The experience gained will make similar
projects possible in the future. But to make this possible we have to be acutely sensitive to
the dynamics of the partnership, and focus on the priorities of the institutions.”

However, a critical measure of success will be the eagerness of Chinese students to live
and study in Scotland. “I’ve seen evidence during the recent Education China Expo’s that the
GSA is known and respected, particularly through the Mackintosh connection,” says Raz.

“It is too early to say with any certainty how the students will adapt in the long-run,
but the demands of such an intensive programme are offset by the kind of creative
freedom, responsibility, and independence in the studio that the students are required to
develop. We put a lot of trust in the students, asking them to take the responsibility for
their learning through a sustained effort in learning English. So far, it’s going well.”

So what is the prognosis for the future? China has the biggest population on the planet;
is the fastest developing nation economically and technologically and is most likely going 
to be the next leading superpower.

“For the GSA, the self-evident financial potential of this expanding market is
accompanied by a range of cultural and academic opportunities at all levels: from staff and
student exchanges and research and knowledge transfer to joint programmes, publications,
academic conferences and exhibitions,” confirms Raz. “These are all chances to exchange
ideas, share expertise, and learn.”

The dragon is making its presence felt in a very positive way – and enjoying the 
warmth of the Scottish welcome. GS≤A

> Allan Walker and Raz Barfield would like to give special thanks to all the people

involved in delivering the Joint Programme, especially Dr Qijun Wang, Project 

Co-ordinator and Ms Huang Li, Assistant Project Co-ordinator of CAFA.

“THE GSA HAS A LONG AND PROUD TRADITION OF
ACCEPTING BOTH LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ON ITS COURSES – AND IT WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO.”

4

5
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> Professor Alastair Macdonald, Head of Product Design
Engineering, is a world authority on ‘Inclusive Design’.
This is an approach to design that seeks to allow as many
people as possible, regardless of their physical, sensory,
or cognitive capabilities to utilise products, services,
interfaces and environments.

Alastair’s work has taken him to seminars and
conferences across the globe including, most recently,
establishing links with leading institutions and
corporations in Japan.

In 2004 Alastair received a Japan Foundation Research
Fellowship and a Royal Academy of Engineering Global
Research Award to study Inclusive Design and technologies
in Japan. “I was fortunate to be able to spend three
months researching how the country is making strategic
long-term plans to respond to the ageing demographic
shift,” says Alastair. “Japan is an ideal place to study this
area of research, as its population is one of the most
rapidly ageing in the developed world.”

The focus of Alastair’s research was to understand 
how Japan was approaching the creation of products,
environments and services that were useable and
accessible by this dynamically ageing population. “The
research fell into three main areas – design, user-friendly
technologies and the promotion of the Inclusive Design
philosophy. This involved consultations with designers,
engineers, businesses and end users in Japan, where the
uptake of Inclusive Design (or ‘Universal’ Design as it is
known there), is far more advanced than it is in Europe 
or America due to the alertness of its industry.”

Alastair has produced a number of research papers
and, following from his conversations with companies 
such as Panasonic, Toyota, Fujitsu and Toshiba, he is now
considering a publication on Inclusive Design practices 
for UK based industries.

This is in addition to his Visiting Professor position at
Ritsumeikan University Graduate School in Kyoto. “For the
past three years I’ve taught an intensive Inclusive Design

course for graduate students to inform these future
policy-shapers, bureaucrats and technologists. These are
the people who will commission design in the future and,
by alerting them to the concept of Universal Design,
hopefully they will have an enlightened role in the
creation of ‘Universal’ cities,” adds Alastair.

The spin-offs from Alastair’s international research 
are numerous. Earlier this year the GSA and Ritsumeikan
University signed an official agreement of understanding
and Alastair was also recently asked to become a member
of the institution’s Discovery Research Laboratory. “The
Japanese are adept at getting Inclusive Design products 
to market, which in the end makes a difference to people’s
lives. I think the work will be useful for industry over 
here as we begin to address ageing population issues. For
instance, the GSA is working in partnership with Glasgow
University’s Medical School to use Inclusive Design to
improve healthcare provision and that will no doubt 
be informed by what I’ve learned,” he says.

AN INTERNATIONAL FLAVOUR

An
inTErnATionAl
flAvour

1 Between Trains, Shauna McMullan,
2005

2 Shop signage, Mahatma Ghandi 
Road, Bangalore, January 2004.
Photo: Steve Rigley

1 Toyota's Universal Design Center,
Tokyo.

2 Alastair Macdonald giving his 
concluding lecture for the Japan 
Foundation Research Fellowship,
British Council offices, Kyoto,
December 2004.

The GSA has long had a

reputation as an art school

with an international

flavour. Flow talks to three

lecturers whose research is

taking them far from

Scotland’s shores.

1
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In the School of Fine Art, Shauna McMullan is a
practicing artist and part-time lecturer at the GSA whose
work has figuratively taken her around the world.

Shauna’s art practice involves working between the
gallery, public commissions and undertaking international
residencies. “These very much inform and direct the work 
I make,” she says.

In 1997/98 she was awarded the Scottish Arts Council
Scholarship at the British School at Rome and recent
residencies include the NIFCA (Nordic Institute for
Contemporary Art) Residency in the Faroe Islands and a
residency in Karachi, Pakistan. As well as moving between
geographical locations her practice also moves between
different mediums – sculpture, installation, photography,
drawing and, more recently, video. Her research interests
remain constant in their investigation, exploration,
reflection and interrogation of place, distance and time.

Her most recent international exhibition was
Crossovers. “In June and July this year I was invited to take
part in a group exhibition in Japan as part of World Expo
at the Toyota Museum of Modern Art,” says Shauna.
“When I first looked at the map I didn’t know how I was
going to get there but I worked out that I could get most
of the way there by land.

“I decided to travel through as many countries as I
could, crossing 12 borders, and moving through 8 time
zones. I carried a two-metre diameter green dot and
documented this with video and photography,” she says.

Shauna’s work was also a real-time experiment. She
documented her travels by sending images and text to 
the Scottish art publication, Map Magazine, which
produced a photo diary of her journey.

“It was a great experience that took six months to
plan and four weeks to execute,” she adds. “However,
I’m now in the process of planning Part ii of the journey,
travelling around the circumference of the world by going
back to Japan, sailing to Canada and making my way back
to Scotland by land and sea.”

The research, sponsored by The Hope Scott Trust,
British Council, and the Glasgow School of Art Culture
Research Fund, has not only informed her own practice
but, Shauna believes, will push the boundaries of her
students’ own horizons.

“The students benefit from understanding how it is
possible to continue their practice following their degree.
They are also, hopefully, injected with an energy and a
wider perspective of the art world.”

In the School of Design, Steve Rigley, Co-ordinator for

AN INTERNATIONAL FLAVOUR

Graphic Design, is interested in typography, signage and
cultural identity in India. It is a country that has a rich
cultural heritage, but is under siege from globalisation 
and Steve has looked at various ways that Indian
designers have found to amalgamate traditional 
and Western design.

“In the last few years there’s been a pattern of brand
designers looking at countries as brands – and India is
going through that process,” says Steve. “You have the
invasion of western corporations and the Indian
companies looking to present themselves as global brands.
What this tends to do to is marginalise the country’s own
identity.”

Steve recently spent time in India researching this
through the use of typography and signage. “Out of this
work I’ve published several articles and will be going back
in February 2007 with the British Council to carry out
workshops with Indian designers,” he adds.

According to Steve, the impact of globalisation is 
most apparent in larger cities. “Designers find themselves
subject to competing claims of national and regional
identity. In recent years new imperialists have moved 
in such as Nike and Adidas with their logos. Such visual
invasions have been enabled as much by new technology
as by economic expansion – Bollywood film posters, once
the domain of artists who hand paint, are now pasted
together by Photoshop, for example.”

Steve adds that the issues and ways in which
globalisation impacts on identity is significant and often 
comes into studio discussions with students.

“It’s vital that, as designers, the students understand
what is happening elsewhere in the world. Technology 
is making the world a much smaller place and by
understanding the differences they can move their 
skills and ideas forward,” he adds.

All this demonstrates that it’s not only the
cosmopolitan student campus that gives the Schools their
international flavour, but also the work carried out by the
GSA itself. GS≤A
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Any Colour… 

as Long as its Orange

Andrés de Santiago (Master 

of Fine Art, 2002) is living and

working in Spain. He has been

kept busy working on his own

exhibitions and as Art and

Photography Director for

50easy Magazine in Barcelona.

In addition to this he has

received several private

commissions, one of the most

unusual of which is a mural

located in a private flat in the

centre of Madrid. The owner

commissioned one mural and

liked it so much that she

decided to go for a second –

the only requirement being

that Andrés had to use the still

image from Reservoir Dogs

when Mr. Orange, drenched in

blood, shoots Mr. Yellow. Apart

from that, she gave him

absolute freedom and didn’t

put a deadline on the job,

enabling him to work on other

projects at the same time.

“It was a unique and amazing

experience, especially having

the chance to work on and

install my painting in a space

that is used and lived in,” said

Andrés. “I wish more people

were as courageous as this and

would allow the conditions for

this kind of site-specific work.”

Wiping the Floor with 

the Opposition

Eileen Elliott’s (Textiles, 2003)

rug tiles have taken the world

of interiors by storm. The

hand-printed concrete tiles,

appropriate for both floor and

wall, feature images of kilims

and Persian rugs. The tiles

have received adulation and

recognition and won the Best

Surface Design Award at the

2005 Design and Decoration

Awards and the Elle

Decoration Best Flooring

Award 2005.

Correction

In Flow Issue 6, Vanessa

Wenwieser’s photograph was

incorrectly titled Dalhousie

Street. It should have read

Rose Street, for which we

apologise. Her work Let

Glasgow Flourish has been

voted a finalist in the

Urbanscape with Figures

category at the London

Photographic Awards.

Graduates of 2005

The Registry will be sending

you a brief questionnaire 

in December, asking for

details of what you have 

been doing since leaving the

GSA. The School would be

extremely grateful if you could

complete and return it as the

information is immensely

important, not only for

statistical purposes but also 

to help inform other students

and future applicants.

Congratulations to:

> Vanessa Ward, on the

completion of her PhD in May,

without qualification and the

recommendation to publish 

as soon as possible. This is 

the fourth successful PhD

submission from the School of

Design and The Department of

Historical and Critical Studies

programme.

> John Ramsay (Product

Design Engineering, 2002)

who, after graduating, started

work at James Fisher Defence

(UK Submarine Rescue Service)

as one of two submersible

Design Engineers. The company

is most renowned for the

widely reported rescue of a

Russian crew from the AS28

submersible in August. John’s

involvement was wide-ranging

but, most notably, he designed

the rotating mounting bracket

on the robotic arm that finally

cut the Russians free – with

only four hours of oxygen left.

Glasgow 1999 Design Medal 2005

Congratulations to the following 2005 graduates who have
been shortlisted for the Glasgow 1999 Design Medal 2005:
Karen Hamilton, Interior Design; Artan Sherifi, Interior
Design; Lucy Fergus, Textiles; Lynn Sinclair, Visual
Communication and Abigail Percy of Silversmithing and
Jewellery. The winner will be announced at an award
ceremony on 24 November at The Lighthouse.

Glasgow Group Show

The Glasgow Group artists’ co-operative was founded 
in 1957 and mounted their first exhibition in 1958. The
group is planning celebrations in 2008 to mark 50 years
since the first group exhibition. James Spence has been
working on the history of the group, which can be seen 
on their website at www.glasgowgroup.co.uk. They 
would like to contact previous members and invited
artists who would like to take part in the events. In
particular, anyone who has photos of the 60’s and 70’s
exhibitions could email the website or contact Ken Palmer
at 1.ken palmer_@tiscali.co.uk

Sculpture Studios Scholarships

Two 2005 graduates from the Department of Sculpture and Environmental Art, Sandy Smith and Heather Spackman,
were awarded the Glasgow Sculpture Studios Graduate Scholarship. Jonathan Scott, Master of Fine Art, also received the
Scholarship. The awards include a free studio and free access to all workshop facilities at the Studios for a year and give
the individuals access to professional artist mentors. Each scholarship will culminate in an exhibition next year.

Denise Campbell

Since being awarded a Post Graduate Diploma from the
GSA in 1975, Denise (Drawing and Painting) has been
working primarily as a painter and printmaker in 
her home town of Launceston, Tasmania, making paper,
artists’ books, running workshops and working every
couple of years in Stromness, Orkney. Experiences of
island life and her time in Scotland influence the work she
produces at home.

AlUmNI NEWS
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1 The Searcher, mixed media on wall,
2.58m x 2.46m
Andres de Santiago

2 Vessel with cuasarina seeds,
Denise Campbell, 2002

3 Hand-printed rug tiles,
Eileen Elliott

4 The Scorpio ROV, remotely
controlled vehicle, that rescued 
the Russian sailors.

3

1

4
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Aditya Prakash

Aditya Prakash arrived in Glasgow in 1952 to study Sculpture at the GSA. However, before this could be completed,
by chance he found himself working alongside Le Corbusier, amongst others, in the city of Chandigarh in the Punjab –
perhaps the greatest single architectural monument of post-independence India. Prakash collaborated with Le Corbusier
on the design and execution of the College of Arts, designed numerous educational institutions across the Punjab, nine
shopping centres in Chandigarh and several theatres and cultural centres. The most remarkable of these is the K.C.
Theatre in Chandigarh, with its parabolic reinforced concrete roof. Prakash later became Professor of Architecture at
Chandigarh College of Architecture, which he himself had designed.

Now a spritely 81, Professor Prakash recalls Glasgow as a vibrant city, full of industry and dirt, and wonderful architecture.

Scottish Design Awards

There were many successes 

for GSA alumni this year

including Stuart Gilmour

(Visual Communication, 1984)

winning the Chairman's Award

for Design and the Designer of

the Year Award and Reiner

Nowak (Architecture, 2003)

winning the Young Architect 

of the Year Award.

Bermuda Commission

Lisa-Anne Rego (Drawing 

& Painting, 1994), is based 

in Bermuda and wishes to

commission artwork in 

pastels, charcoal and oils from

students/recent graduates who

have a realistic style. Lisa-Anne

will send photos to students to

reproduce and will pay a 25%

deposit up-front and 75% on

receipt of the work. Small

pastels: £200, small oils: £250

and small charcoal: £130.

Email Lisa-Anne at

info@lisarego.com

Congratulations to:

> Douglas Maitland,

(Product Design, 2005) who

won the Grand Prix at this

year’s RSA Design Awards 

for his Praystation, a concept

designed to allow people to

download absolution from 

a cubicle in the street. His

concept suggests a sound-

proof cubicle opened by

wearing an iCross necklace

which stores information 

on the user’s soul, recording

emotions, problems and

health, interactions and

movements. The judges were

impressed with how Douglas’s

project showed design being

used to create a debate around

an issue in a challenging and

creative way.

> Vhairi Maxwell, (Product

Design Engineering, 2005) 

who was invited to present 

her award winning RSA Design

Direction Door project at the

Design Council. The 'Uniport'

door provides a solution to the

problems mobility-impaired

users encounter with access

to residential properties. Vhairi

collaborated with sociologists

specialising in housing policy

and a surgeon researching

finger injuries sustained 

from doors.
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5 KC Theatre, Chandigarh,
Aditya Prakash
Photo: Bruce Peter, 2005

6 Cover image for Cruise: Culture,
Design and Identity.
Laurence King Publishing

7 Breath Taking,
Dalziel + Scullion, 2005

7

5 6
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Congratulations to:

> Bruce Peter (Interior

Design, 1996) who has co-

authored a sumptuous book

entitled Cruise: Culture,

Design and Identity with Dr

Peter Quartermaine. Designed

by Keith Lovegrove, the book,

published by Laurence King in

the UK and by Rizzoli in the

USA, is a cultural history of

the cruise industry. It

examines ship design, cuisine

and entertainment aspects of

what is presently the world’s

fastest growing leisure

activity. It is beautifully

illustrated and is due out 

in March 2006.

> Kate Cullen (Dip Arch,

2001) has been nominated

for selection to the cycling

squad for next year’s

Commonwealth Games in

Melbourne. If her selection is

confirmed, she will fly out to

Australia in December and

stay there until the games

finish at the end of March.

> Ross Weir (Product Design

Engineering, 2003) and

Andrew Grant, Fifth Year

Product Design Engineering,

who are exhibiting at

Engineering and Science in

Sport at the Singapore Science

Centre. The key strands of the

exhibits demonstrate the UK’s

excellence in sport related

science and technology.

> Sharon Colman, (Visual

Communication, 2000) who

was nominated for the Motion

Picture Arts and Sciences 2005

Honorary Foreign Film Award

in the Student Academy

Awards Competition for her

animation film Badgered. She

also received recognition in

the students’ section at the

Cannes Film Festival.

Flick Films

Former Visual Communication student Lorna Gallagher has
started an innovative business, FlickFilms, which turns
movies into flick books. FlickFilms offers an online service
where you can upload your five to seven second video file
and order a bespoke flick book from your movie clip. Lorna
recently collaborated with Olanic fashion line and is
currently working with Brazen Studios on a range of
jewellery inspired flick books. Have a look at
www.flickfilms.co.uk or email Lorna at
lorna@flickfilms.co.uk

Eco Prize for Creativity

A new eco-prize to celebrate creative, literary or artistic
work in Scotland has been won by Matthew Dalziel
(Master of Fine Art, 1988) and Louise Scullion
(Environmental Art, 1988). The prize is an initiative of the
Eco Trust, Friends of the Earth Scotland and The
Lighthouse. The groups are calling for entries which inspire
others to participate in environmentally friendly living. All
creative forms are eligible; from music, photography and
sculpture to animation, novels and film.

For information on next year’s entry dates email Kay
Henning at enquiries@eco-prize.org.uk

Turner Prize 2005

Jim Lambie (Environmental Art, 1994) and Simon Starling (Master of Fine Art, 1992) have been short listed for the
prestigious Turner Prize 2005. Glasgow’s reputation continues to shine.



Next Generation Fund 

Our target of securing at least £500,000 for scholarships has been
boosted by a donation of £102,000 from the Leverhulme Trust, funding
scholarships on the Master of Fine Art course and our Portfolio
Preparation Programme. This support brings the total funds raised for
scholarships since 2003 to nearly £400,000, but much more needs to be
done. Scholarships are essential if the School is to continue to provide
access to students based on talent, potential and ability and your
support can make that difference.

This year 30 students received scholarships and you are invited to
join the many individuals, trusts, foundations and companies who have
chosen to support the School in this way. If you are interested in
supporting the Next Generation Fund, please contact either Scott
Parsons or Kate Hollands.

Remembering the GSA in your Will 

Legacies are a thoughtful way to make a contribution beyond one’s own
lifetime and, in doing so, there are some practical benefits for you and
your family. The current threshold for inheritance tax is £275,000, rising
to £285,000 in 2006 and, with the rise in property prices in recent years,
many more people are finding they are liable to pay inheritance tax.

A number of people have recently made bequests to the School,
ensuring that the School will continue to make a significant cultural,
social and economic contribution now and in the future. Legacies, large
and small, are very important – providing funds to create general
endowments, scholarships and new buildings or assist with
refurbishments and new initiatives across the School.

By leaving a legacy to the GSA you will be making a difference for
many years to come. For more information, please contact Scott Parsons.

Sponsors find success at the GSA 

The GSA has a number of sponsorship opportunities available each year
– the Fashion Show, Degree Show and Exhibitions’ Programme. Recent
sponsors have included McGrigors, Hiscox – specialist art insurers,
Highland Spring, Beck’s and Macfarlane Packaging. Sponsoring events 
at the GSA, or our widening access programmes, is an excellent way 
to achieve marketing or corporate social responsibility objectives. The

benefits of working with the GSA are many, not least supporting one of
the UK’s leading independent art schools. If you would like to work with
us please contact Scott Parsons or Kate Hollands.

The Creative Futures Fund

In September/October, the GSA undertook its third telephone
fundraising call sessions. This year five students made around 400
telephone calls and we now have around 30 new donors to The Creative
Futures Fund. A big thank you to everyone who took the time to talk to
our students and to those who pledged their support to the fund. This
year our team of callers were Edwina Sercombe (Textiles), Hannah Hooks
(Painting & Printmaking), Hamish Carruthers (Textiles), Katy Shand
(Textiles) and Chloe Brown (Painting & Printmaking).

International Recruitment Events 

Norway

Education and Employment 2006 Exhibition, 25 – 27 January, Oslo

Singapore

Education UK Exhibition, 4 – 5 March 2006

Korea

22 – 23 October 2006, Seoul
25 October 2006, Busan

Japan

Education UK Exhibition Fair, 1 April 2006, Tokyo 
Education UK Exhibition Fair, 2 April 2006, Osaka

Home Recruitment Events 

G-Mex Centre, Manchester, 29 – 30 November 2005
Belfast, 6 April 2006
Leeds, 6 April 2006
Newcastle, 9 May 2006
Durham, 10 May 2006
Hull, 3 July 2006

Applicant Advisory Days at the GSA

27 January and 24 February 2006

If any alumni in these areas could offer some time to help out with
translating or talking with prospective students about the GSA at our
International or Home Recruitment Events, we would be extremely
pleased to hear from you. If you can help, please contact Ian Thomson
on +44(0)141 353 4404 or at i.thomson@gsa.ac.uk or Jacquie Coyle on
+44 (0)141 353 4645 or at j.coyle@gsa.ac.uk

For more information contact the Marketing and Development team:

> Scott Parsons, Head of Marketing and Development on 

+44 (0)141 353 4698 or at s.parsons@gsa.ac.uk

> Kate Hollands, Development Manager – Alumni and Fundraising on 

+44 (0)141 353 4788 or at k.hollands@gsa.ac.uk

Development at the GSA has two aims – to further the School’s reputation
as one of the UK’s pre-eminent creative institutions and to develop and
enhance the School’s relationships with its alumni and friends worldwide.

MArkETing &
dEvE¬OpMEnT 

> Membership of the GSA 

Library at 50% of the usual 

annual charge.

> Invitation to the 

Degree Show.

> Copy of Flow twice a year.

> Assistance with locating

alumni for reunions.

> 10% discount in the

Mackintosh Shop and online.

> Discounts in Millers Art

Shop. To take advantage 

of this offer contact Kate

Hollands who will provide 

you with GSA verification.

Show this at Millers Art Shop 

at the GSA or in Stockwell

Street, Glasgow to receive 

your discount.

>YOUR ALUMNI

BENEFITS!
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1 Telephone Fundraising Team 2005.
From left to right; Edwina 
Sercombe, Hannah Hooks,
Chloe Brown, Hamish Carruthers,
Katy Shand.
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If you would like to advertise in Flow,

please contact Kate Hollands on +44 (0)141 353 4788 

or at k.hollands@gsa.ac.uk

Donors and
Sponsors 

> Individuals
Mr Roger Ackling
Mr Kenneth Adams
Mr Malcolm Allan
Ms Sandi Anderson
Dr Chloe Aridjis
Ms Karen Armstrong
Mr & Mrs Ian and Sheena
Ballantyne
Miss Jenny Barraclough
Mrs Juli Beattie
Mrs Jozien Black-Stam
Mrs Ailsa Blair
Mrs Kirsty Bowie
Mr William Bowie
Mrs Marion Brodie
Mr Anthony Brooke
Dr & Mrs Donald and 
Anthea Brown
Lady Nancy Brown
Mr James Bruce
Mrs Moira Bruce
Dr Elizabeth Bryan and 
Mr Ronald Higgins
Mrs Lydia Burnet
Mrs Alice Byrnes
Mrs Janet Cameron
Dr Helen Cargill-Thompson
Mr Stephen J Carruthers
Reverend Christopher Carson
Mrs Helen Clark
Mrs Felicity Cooper
Ms Gina Cowen
Mrs Dorothy Crawford
Mr & Mrs John and Nina
Darnton
Mr Alexander Dawson
Ms Winnie De’Ath
Ms Violet Denholm
Mr Chris Doak
Mr Scott Doran
Ms Audrey Douglas
Mt James Douglas
Ms Patricia Douglas
Ms Roberta Doyle
Mrs Felicity Duncan
Mr Graham Esson
Professor Mike Faber
Miss Eleanor Fazan
Ms Liz Findlay
Mrs Jean Flemming
Sir John Forman
Mr John Forrest
Mr Timothy Gardam
Ms Celia Gilbert
Mr Mark Greer
Mrs Ellen Gregory
Mrs Sharsi Guppy
Ms Christine Hamilton
Mr & Mrs James and Phyllis
Hamilton
Mrs Valerie Hamilton
Mr Cliff Hanley
Ms Antoinette Harper
Ms Tamara Hedderwick
Mrs Carol Hewitt
Mr & Mrs Tony and Deborah
Honore
The Late Mr R C Hopkins
Mr Paul Isenman
Mr Peter Jay
Mrs Eileen Johnson
Mr Kenneth Johnston
Mr & Mrs Frank and

Kathleen Kean
Mr Robert Kelsey
The Baroness Helena Kennedy
of The Shaws QC
Mrs Eileen Kesson
Mrs Lucilla Kingsbury Joll
Mr Andrew Knight
Mr Nick Kuenssberg
Mr Stephen Lambert and 
Ms Jenni Russell
Mr Fred D Lang
Ms Patricia Langton
Ms Michal Levin
Mr Alister MacCallum
Mr Alisdair Macdonald
Ms Janet Mackay
The Late Mr Robert Ogilvie
MacKenna
Mrs Elise Macrae
Ms Kati Marton
Miss Veronica Matthew
Mr Alexander McGill
Mrs Sonja McKay
Miss Catherine McPhail
Mrs Joan Milroy
Professor & Mrs Richard and
Marianne Moxon
Drs Oswyn and Penny Murray
Mrs Elizabeth Myerscough
Mr Lyn Nelson
Ms Jenni Nicholson
Mr David Palmer
Ms Imogen Parker
Mr Scott Parsons
Mrs Hannah Paterson
Mrs Rosamunde Pilcher
Mrs Margaret Pollok
Ms Elaine Price
Mr Philip Reeves
Mr David Richards
Mr Henry Rogaly
Mr Samuel Sankar
Mr Ted Schweitzer
Mrs Patricia Sharp
Mrs Christine Shaw
Mr Fred Shedden
Colonel David Sherret
Mr Brian Shirley and 
Ms Jacky Brayton
Mr John Skinner
Mrs Rosanna Taylor
Mr Derek Thorburn
Mr Simon Usher
Ms Mary Venturini
Mrs Mary Wardlaw
Mr Richard Weaver
Mrs Caroline Weeks
Mrs Williamina Weir
Ms Ulrike Wilke
Mr Raymond Williamson
Mr Paul Wingate
Ms Ngaire Woods
Mr Alastair Worden

> Trusts & Foundations
American Friends of Glasgow
School of Art
Buchanan and Ewing Bequests
Cruden Foundation Ltd
Friends of Glasgow School 
of Art
Incorporation of 
Bonnetmakers and Dyers

Incorporation of
Hammermen
Incorporation of Skinners
Incorporation of Tailors
Incorporation of Weavers
Mary Andrew 
Charitable Trust
Miller’s the City Art Shop
The AMW Charitable Trust
The Bellahouston 
Bequest Fund
The DWT Cargill Fund
The Gillian Purvis Trust
The Hope Scott Trust
The James Wood Bequest
The John Mather
Charitable Trust
The Leverhulme Trust
The Robertson 
Scholarship Trust
The Alma & Leslie Wolfson
Charitable Trust
W M Mann Foundation

> Companies
Artstore
Beith Printing
Ceramic Tile Distributors
Clydesdale Bank
Dog Digital
Forbo Nairn
Grass
Highland Spring Ltd
Hilton Grosvenor
Hiscox
Howard Smith Paper
Keppie Design Ltd
Linda Macdonald Jewellery
Macfarlane Packaging
Mandors
Rainbow Room
International
red contemporary jewellers
Standard Life Bank
Third Eye Design

Six anonymous donors

the aspect prize 2006

The 2006 Aspect Prize launches in March and is one 
of the largest prizes for painting in the UK. The prize is 
open to all artists living in Scotland who have not had a
commercial solo exhibition in London for the past 6 years. 
It is an enormous opportunity for any emerging artist to
pursue painting as a full time career. 

The prize winner receives £10,000 and will be the principal
contributor to The Aspect Prize Exhibition to be held at a
gallery in London. The three runners up receive £2,000
each, and also contribute to the exhibition.

ENTRIES TO THE COMPETITION HAVE TO BE 

SUBMITTED BY MID JUNE 2006. THE WINNER 

WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATER THAT MONTH.

Please see the website for details: 
www.theaspectprize.com

THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF

ART IS, QUITE SIMPLY, ONE

OF THE BEST INDEPENDENT

ART SCHOOLS IN THE WORLD

AND, FROM AS LITTLE AS

£2O A YEAR, YOU CAN BE 

A PART OF ITS FUTURE.

Friends of Glasgow School of Art enjoy 
exhibition previews, visits to a variety 
of venues often not open to the general 
public, exclusive Christmas shopping 
opportunities, reduced rate membership 
of the superb GSA library and, above all,
early access to the Degree Show – one of 
the most popular arts events in the city.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Margaret Watt
Executive Secretary
Friends of Glasgow School of Art
The Glasgow School of Art
167 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 6RQ

Tel: 0141 353 4788   Fax: 0141 353 4401
Email: friends@gsa.ac.uk   www.gsa.ac.uk

THE GSA IS AN INSPIRATIONAL

PLACE WITH AN EXTRAORDINARY

REPUTATION: BE A PART OF IT.



9 November – 16 December

Natural Produce 

Atrium Gallery

Natalie McLeod (Textiles,

2003) shows work in progress

from her Leverhulme Trust-

sponsored project, using

scientific enquiry to inform

her textile design process.

Images of chicken eggs

obtained using an electron

microscope provide the

starting point for a variety 

of work.

11 – 25 November 

Wanderlust 

Newbery and Assembly

Galleries 

An exchange exhibition of

undergraduate work from the

photography departments of

the GSA and Leipzig Academy.

21 November – 

17 December

Leipzig Lens 

Podium Gallery

In association with the Goethe

Institute, an exhibition of

contemporary photography

and video from the Academy

of Visual Art Leipzig (HGB)

featuring works by Jurgen

Bergbauer, Johanna Diehl, Peter

Frey, Ulrich Gebert, Sven Johne,

Steffen Junghans, Stefanie

Kiwitt, Wiebke Loeper, Clemens

von Wedemayer, Rebecca

Wilton and Cold Hearts, a

photographic edition by

graduates and students of

Timm Rautert.

28 November – 

13 January 2006

Abram Games: Maximum

Meaning, Minimum Means

Mackintosh Gallery

A retrospective exhibition

from the Design Museum,

London. Abram Games

produced some of the most

memorable graphic images 

of the mid-20th century

including advertising for Shell,

wartime campaigns such as

Careless Talk and the iconic

Britannia for the Festival of

Britain in 1951.

14 December

MDes Textiles as Fashion 

ABC, Sauchiehall Street,

Glasgow

Annual fashion shows for the

Masters course, this year being

staged in the ABC, Glasgow.

(See page 6 for ticket details.)

23 January – 

24 February 2006 

Jerwood Drawing Prize 2005

Mackintosh Gallery

Now in its tenth year, the

Jerwood Drawing Prize is the

country’s leading award in 

the sector and is the largest

annual open drawing

exhibition in the UK. Selected

for 2005 by Stephen Farthing

RA, Artist and Rootstein

Hopkins Chair of Drawing,

University of the Arts, London;

Martin Kemp, Writer, Curator

and Professor of the History 

of Art, Oxford University and

Sarah Simblet, Artist and

Author. The exhibition, chosen

from over 2,400 entries,

includes established artists as

well as relative newcomers

and those fresh from art

school.

Contact Information:

Atrium Gallery

For further information 

please contact Steph Black 

on +44 (0)141 353 4472 or 

at st.black@gsa.ac.uk at the

Design Office, The Glasgow

School of Art.

Mackintosh Gallery and

Newbery Gallery

For press images and further

information about opening

times and exhibitions please

contact Kathy Chambers on 

+44 (0)141 353 4525 or

email k.chambers@gsa.ac.uk

or Gráinne Rice on 

+44 (0)141 353 4538 or

email g.rice@gsa.ac.uk

Podium Gallery

For further information about

exhibitions and opening times

please contact Simon

Chadwick on 

+44 (0)141 353 4642 or

email s.chadwick@gsa.ac.uk

For details of shows up until

May 2006, please contact the

relevant gallery.

Events

16 EVENTS

FlOW ISSUE 7

1

2

1 Spots, Natalie McLeod
2 Lights Out for the Territory,

Juliette Losq, 2005. Winner of the 
Jerwood Drawing Prize 2005.


